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Abstract:

Modern software application development is a complex and difficult process. In the development of applications; specification and verification are the key components for a well define software. Systematic decomposition of larger complex problem into sub components is the common design strategy. For the development of software, various techniques been used especially components based development is very popular for specification and verification. However, in general there are well-established methods available for specification that has been based on mathematical theories. These methods are used/practiced for every step involved in the development of a software project. The software design and specification using UML, a graphical notation, contacting several types of diagrams enabling modeling different aspects of the design related challenges.

Our research aim is to apply existing model checking tools and techniques to analyze and verify the properties of the design system. We contributed by taking these system specifications and design using the UML object components diagrams, integrated with the OCL constraints, which will enable a more semantical specification focusing on structural and behavioral properties of the system. The object component concepts are accompanied by developing an application to an industrial case study.